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A modern library consumes a large number of items in its day-to-day operations, i.e., loan slips, interlibrary loan forms, photocopying paper of d~ferent kinds and sizes, standard stationery items order forms, etc. Very often anumber of items are procured from a single supplier. For example, our l?cal public ~i brary purchases photocopymg paper m two sizes from one supplier. The demand for the photocopying paper in the two sizes is fairly constant over time. Th.e problem facing the library management ts how to procure photocopying paper in the most economical manner. · Items that are purchased exclusively from a single supplier can be ordered in two simple ways: (1) each item is ordered on its own, and (2) items are ordered jointly.
Whenever a purchase order is initiated, a fixed cost of placing an order is incurred. This fixed cost primarily consists of administrative costs of preparing a purchase order. Some additional cost may be in-curred depending on the particular item(s).
Therefore, in the first instance, where each item is ordered on its own, every time an item is ordered the fixed cost of placing the purchase order and the variable cost of ordering that particular item must be incurred. On the other hand, in the second instance, where items are ordered jointly, the cost of placing the order consists of the fixed cost of placing the order plus the total of individual ordering cost of the items included in the purchase order. Therefore, as a result of ordering items jointly, considerable saving in the total ordering cost can be achieved. In the operations research/management scienc.e literature, a considerable number of publications exist that deal with the problem of determining an economical ordering policy (see Shu, 1 Goyal/' 3 In the first instance, where each item is ordered on its own, the EOQ and the minimum annual cost (MAC(EOQ)), for the th items are given by formulas 1 and 2. The
n May 1986 minimum annual cost for all the consumable items is given by formula 3.
In the second instance where items are ordered jointly, let Trepresent the time interval between replenishments. The order quantity for the ith item will be TDi. Hence the annual cost, Z, of ordering and stock holding in case of joint replenishment is given by formula 4.
The total annual cost has a least value at T =To as given in formulas 5 and 6. l (1) The economic order quantity for the ith item is given by formula 7.
If the total annual cost (MACGOINT)) as obtained from (6) is lower than the (MAC(EOQ)) evaluated from (3), then it is more economical to order items jointly.
Very often, the (EOQGOINT)); for some items may be lower than the EOQ when the item is ordered on its own without incurring the fixed cost, S, (in such a situation [ (EOQ); = /WiA) ].
For these items it makes sense to order less frequently, every second replenishment or every third, and so on. In short, the ith item may be ordered in every K/h replenishment where K;= 1, 2, 3, and so on. In order to determine the value of K;, we select the nearest non-zero integer number from the ratio shown as formula 8. See Silver 6 for determining the value of K;.
The time interval between replenishments, the order quantity for the ith item and the (MAC(JOINT)) are given by for-. mulas 9, 10, and 11. Therefore, for items purchased from a single supplier, the following steps j (EOQGOINT)); n Research Notes 277 should be implemented for determining the economic ordering policy.
A SYSTEMATIC PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINING THE ECONOMIC POLICY
Step 1. For each item i=1, 2, ... , n, evaluate (EOQ); from (1), and (MAC(EOQ)) from (3).
Step 2. Obtain (EOQ(JOINT)); from (7}, evaluate (EOQ(JOINT)); and select the nearest non-zero integer as the value of K; for i=1, 2, ... , n.
Step 3. Determine (MAC(JOINT)} from (11), if (MAC(EOQ)) ~ (MAC(JOINT)) then select (EOQ); as the order quantity for each item and the policy is to order items individually. If (MAC(EOQ)) > (MAC(JOINT)) then items are ordered jointly.
AN EXAMPLE
A library orders photocopying paper in two sizes from a supplier. The various es- We apply the three steps to this problem as shown in figure 1 . Because (MAC(JOINT)) is lower than (MAC(EOQ)), the economic policy is to order jointly. The orders are placed at intervals obtained from (9) 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
As a result of ordering items from a single supplier in an economical manner, significant cost savings can be achieved. The procedure given in this paper can help in achieving such savings. Swets ... an attractive, many facetted and transparent subscription seiVice. We would be pleased to send you our informative brochure as well as detailed documentation of our seiVices.
